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By Daniel C. Erck
HOYA Staff Writer
The D.C. Metro Police Department
(MPD) arrested 21-year-oldKilandigalu
Madati (CAS ’95) Tuesday and charged

him with illegally producing and distributing false identifications, according to

Yahir

Sidney Bennett, an MPD officer in the
Office of Public Information.
Madati was released on bond Tuesday. He refused to comment on the arrest.
Gerald Fisher, Madati’s lawyer, said
he would not comment on the case, but
told The Washington Post the charges
were false.
Bennett said the driver’s licenses were
sold primarily to students under age 21
who used them to drink alcohol illegally.
:
The MPD seized from Madati’s house
a personal computer, laser printer, and
laminated templates and cameras, all
allegedly used in the process of making
the IDs, according to Bennett. Police
also confiscated orders for new IDs and
numerous fakes Madati allegedly
planned to sell, he said.
The MPD found a book published by
Anheuser-Busch Co. Inc as a guide for
bartenders in checking driver’s licenses
containing samples of licenses from all
50 states as well as the District, according to Bennett.
Bennet said Madati had been making

The negotiations led to the historic peace accord that was signed
Sept. 13 at the White House. The
accord began the process of ending
the decades of terrorism and ani‘mosity between the Palestinians and
Jews and provide for the eventual
establishment of an independent
Palestinian state.
According to GU government professor Daniel Brumberg, Haifa University. is sponsoring Hirschfeld’s
lecture tour in North America.
Hirschfeld will speak in Washington, Chicago and Montreal.
:
Hirschfeld, who is the head of
Haifa University’s new Center for
Education for Peace, said his position as an academic from Haifa allowed him to develop ties with both
Israeli and Palestinian leaders on a
non-threatening basis.
According to the University of
Haifa’s brochure, it is “the only university in Israel with the social and
educational goal of creating ArabJewish coexistence in the State of
Israel.”
“An academic setting is best for
negotiations,” Hirschfeld said in an
interview, “because it promotes the
idea of graduality and cooperation.”
Negotiations for the peace plan
took place in London and Oslo from
January to August of this year, but
were the result of the connections
Hirschfeld had made with Palestinian and Jewish leaders over the
course of a decade, he said.
The negotiations were held in secret “to allow the Israeli government
full deniability that they were occurring,” since direct talks between Israel and the PLO were forbidden
under Israeli law, Hirschfeld said.
A second reason for the secrecy,

Sarah George/The HOYA

according to Hirschfeld, was that
open negotiations often fail because
of the presence of the media. “Speaking to the press means you are speaking to your home’s public opinion
and you won’t compromise,”
Hirschfeld said.
Hirschfeld described the negotiations as “uncommitted brainstorming — whatever you suggested did
not commit anybody so it was an
easy atmosphere.”
When both sides reached agreement on key issues, such as control
of Jerusalem, Hirschfeld contacted
Israeli officials to see if the government would agree with the negotiators’ decision.
Professor Aliza Shenhar, rector
of the University of Haifa, said that
although she had had an idea as to
what Hirschfeld was doing, he kept

the negotiations absolutely secretand
separate from his position at the University of Haifa.
“He would teach on Monday and
Tuesday, fly to Oslo and fly back to
teach again on Monday,” Shenhar
said. “His students never suspected
anything.”
During his lecture, Hirschfeld said
the U.S. played a major role in the
negotiations despite accusations to
the contrary. “U.S. support. . . was
very important and Washington
knew of the existence of the Oslo
talks,” Hirschfeld said. “Americahad
to coordinate international support
for the peace process and give it the
backing of the U.S. government.”
“[The] path to coexistence lies in

recognizing the national claims of
both countries,” Brumberg said.
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IDs for a long time. “[His] reputation

By Jeff Hom
HOYA Staff Writer
The university will join the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA)
Green Lights Program to increase the
use of energy-efficient lighting on campus.
Green Lights is a voluntary program
whose participants agree to examine and
. upgrade the efficiency of their lighting
within five years. On Dec. 7, Georgetown will enter into a non-binding, nonlegal agreement that would upgrade and
improve the lighting of 90 percent of its
square footage wherever it is economically beneficial.
Anne Price (SFS ’96), vice president

of Students for an Energy Efficient En(SEEE),

coordinated

By Steven Slawinski
HOYA Staff Writer
The Black Caucus, a representative
body of all of the primarily black student
clubs at Georgetown, designated this
past week “Appreciation Week” for
employees of the university. Since Monday, the caucus has been recognizing
the people who work in various departments throughout the university including facilities, housekeeping, the Office
of Transportation Management (OTM),

HOYANET Information, the Department of Public Safety (DPS), Marriott
and Hoya Station.
The Black Caucus consists of the
leaders of 13 on-campus student organizations, including the GU National Association for the Advancement of Col-

the

Green Lights effort at Georgetown.
SEEE is a student organization seeking
to raise awareness about the importance
of energy efficiency.
“I got together a dialogue between
myself, other students, [Utilities Director] Victor Podbielski and some other
people from facilities,” Price said. “Af-

ter we had talked to them and they had
talked to the administration, the administration decided to sign on to the Green
Lights Program.”
Price added that campus groups had
offered their support to the program.
“I’ve gotten help from lots of diverse
groups. GUSA’s been involved, the
sophomore class committee and the
Environmental Club. . . and the administration has been more than supportive.”

By Sean G. Rushton
HOYA

Staff Writer

University President Leo O’Donovan,

SJ, last month became the first Georgetown president to visit East Asia, and he
returned with a gift of $1.5 million for a
new Yong Hak Park Professorship of
Korean Studies in the School of Foreign
Service (SES).

HOYA File Photo
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months’ work.” He said police are still
trying to determine how long the ID
operation was in place and how many
fake licenses were produced.
The licenses were very authentic and
easily passed for the real thing, Bennett
said. “[Madati] was very, very good at

what he did.”

Madati allegedly sold IDs for about
$40 on campuses across the nation, including Stanford, Harvard and Duke.
According to The Washington Post,
detectives said they have proof that
Madati made almost $30,000 in the last
three months from the sale of the IDs.
Georgetown’s Department of Public
Safety (DPS) acquired one of the false
licenses made by Madati in August,
according to DPS Sergeant Selena Piper.
“The information gave us a lead. . . that
[Madati] was allegedly making driver’s
licenses,” Piper said.

Piper said DPS had been working
with MPD on the investigation which
was conducted during the fall. “Metro
Police have been involved since virtually the beginning.”
DPS searched Madati's house on 1312
35th Street on Nov. 5 after a search
warrant was issued, she said. The MPD
was present at the search, but they had to
wait outside while DPS searched the

said.
The evidence retrieved from the residence led to the arrest, Piper said. “The
property [we retrieved] was turned over
to the check and fraud unit [of MPD],”

she said.
A federal arrest warrant was issued by
MPD for a violation of Title 18, section
1028 of the US Code, which prohibits
the making of false identification, Piper
said.
If found guilty, Madati could be sent
to jail for up to five years.
The incident will be independently
investigated by the Office of Student
Conduct at Georgetown and would be
classified as a category C offense.
According to Laura Minor, director
of Student Conduct, if a student denies
the allegations in a category C offense,
an investigation committee reviews the
evidence and decides to file a statement
of complaint which then is reviewed by
ahearing board. If found guilty, the most
severe consequence would be dismissal
from the university.
Dean of Students James A. Donahue
said he hoped the situation would raise
awareness about the role alcohol plays
in this community. “It is an occasion to
look at the issues it raises: underage
drinking, using phony IDs and drinking
in general,” he said.

residence. “They [MPD] did not partici-

pate in the search because it was a university search warrant and they had no
authority to enter the residence,” Piper

Staff writer Amy Wiggenhauser contributed to this report.

of the Environmental Society, said, “It’s
good to show [the Green Lights Program] is a cooperative effort, to show to
the administration that students are willing to support it.”
Price said in addition to improving
the lighting, the university should install
sensors that would turn off the lights in
unoccupied rooms. “A lot of times lights
are left on in the classroom all night and
no one turns them off. An occupancy
sensor would turn off the lights five
minutes after some student left the room
and turn on immediately when someone
walked in,” she said.
The university won’t know the exact
amount of lighting it needs to complete
the upgrade until it makes a lighting
See GREEN, p. 3

According to Asian Studies Director
James Reardon-Anderson, who accompanied O’Donovan on the trip, the president was received by South Korean President Kim Young-Sam.
Reardon-Anderson said the trip
marked a new role for Asian studies at
Georgetown, corresponding to the
region’s rising status in world politics
and economic affairs. “[Georgetown is]

expanding the role of Asia on campus to
reflect the growing importance of Asia
in the world,” he said.
Besides South Korea, O’Donovan’s
itinerary included Thailand, Hong Kong
and Taiwan and he was greeted by dignitaries at every stop. In Thailand, he

met with Queen Sirikit, who was awarded
an honorary doctorate from Georgetown
last year. In Hong Kong, O’Donovan
met with the president of the Republic of
China, Lee Teng-hui. He concluded his
tour with a stop in Taiwan, where he
lunched with Chinese Foreign Minister
Frederick Chien.
Reardon-Anderson said the trip was a
success because O'Donovan was able
to meet and bolster ties with university
supporters in the South Pacific. “It’s a
recognition of the presence of George-

ored People chapter, the Black Student
Alliance, the Gospel Choir and the Black
Movements Dance Theatre. According
to Willie D. Tate (SBA ’94), co-coordi-

nator of Appreciation Week and vice
chairman of the GUSA Lecture Fund,
the whole concept came about in a recent meeting of the caucus. “We wanted
to thank these people that have done so
much for the university and for us,” Tate

said.
“Nothing sparked this — just every
once in a while people need to appreci-

ate those that help them,” Tate said.
Tate said the caucus realized the issues confronting university workers, including that many of these employees
have had to work late night shifts in
ordertofollowrecently imposed university regulations which cut down the size

of the work force.
Manone Butler (GSB ’94), a member

of the Black Caucus and co-coordinator
of Appreciation Week, said the purpose
of Appreciation Week was “to recognize people in the university who go
unrecognized.”
Tate said one reason the Black Caucus decided to honor university employees is because many of those employees
are black.
The Black Caucus paid tribute to these
departments by reading a letter to the
different assemblies of workers and by
presenting them a card of appreciation
signed by members of the clubs belonging to the caucus. Each worker was also
given purple ribbons as mementos of

appreciation.

:

John Eddy Speaks at GU
About Indigenous Peoples

Nestor Gounaris (SFS ’94), president

By John Fishback
HOYA Staff Writer

Michel Olejanik/The HOYA
Anne Price (SES ’96).

O’Donovan Receives Grants on Tour of Asia
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~ GU Joins EPA’s ‘Green Lights’ Program
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Georgetown Student Arrested
For Operating False ID Ring
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town in Asia. [The university] is represented by many alumni, parents and
friends in Asia. There’s a large community out there . . . who are anxious to see
their university place greater emphasis
on Asia,” Reardon-Anderson said.
Besides the Y.H. Park professorship,
which will focus on Korean studies and
research inrelated Asian subjects, meetings with other alumni and friends resulted in several grants to Georgetown

from various individuals and corporations.
According to Reardon-Anderson, the

Korean Foundation donated $100,000
for other kinds of activities devoted to
the study of Korea. In Hong Kong, the
Confucian Memorial Teaching Fund

donated $110,000 for courses about
See O°’ DONOVAN, p. 3

John J. Eddy, SJ, a senior fellow
at the Institute of Advanced Studies
at the Australian National University, presented
this year’s Jesuit Chair
Lecture entitled “World Exploration
and Visionin the Year of Indigenous
Peoples” in the ICC Auditorium yesterday.
Eddy’s comments focused on indigenous cultures in the aftermath of
worldwide exploration: “Discovery
itself disturbs,” he said.
Eddy said that the idea of “history
belong[ing] to the conquerors” may
have become a cliche, but it still
rings true. Many indigenous cultures
do not use a written language, leaving them no mechanism with which
to provide dissenting histories, he
added.
Eddy said the inherent biases of
historians makes it difficult for them
to be completely impartial about historical events. No historical record
can be unbiased, because “historians do not exist in a vacuum,” he
said.
Eddy said institutions such as museums can help eliminate these differences in historical perspectives.
He cited the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum as an example.
“Celebratory occasions” such as
the recent 500th anniversary of Columbus’ voyage are opportunities to
raise consciousness about alternate

historical perspectives, Eddy said.

Eddy criticized the idea that European contact with indigenous
peoples was blameless and simply
an inevitable meeting of cultures.
He also rejected the idea that indigenous cultures were perfect and
unpolluted.
“Every society has skeletons in
its cupboard, often all too literally,”
he said.
Eddy said historians should take a
realistic, yet positive, outlook on the
meeting of cultures. Initial contact
between Europeans and native cultures was an “encounter that created
one new world out of two old ones,”
he said.
\
Eddy also said in the Australian
experience, there had been many
attempts at cooperation between explorers and Aborigines, but that such
attempts were doomed to failure by
societal differences.
Eddy said multiculturalism should

follow the “melting pot” model in
which individuals express their own
opinions but also exhibit a “sensitivity to the views of other cultures.”
Aboriginal historians believe the
history of exploration is “unfinished
business in which we must all be-

come explorers,” Eddy said.
The Jesuit Chair Program was
founded in 1981 to recognize the
achievements of Jesuits, and to share
those achievements with the Georgetown community,alumni, university, and wider community,
said
Charles G. Gonzalez, SJ, rector of
the Jesuit Community.
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The New FOOTACTION SU

STORE

Opens Saturday, November 20, At Prince George 's Plaza.
ATHLETE APPEARANCES
Jeffrey Hammonds
:

November 20
1:00-3:00 PM

Whether you're planning to do some damage
on the court or just officiate from your favorite
armchair, there’ one store that has something for
everyone. The new FOOTACTION

Mark Rypien

November 23
5:00-7:00 PM

SUPERSTORE.

Inside, you'll find special departments for men,

OTACTION
PE
R SS 1 0

women, kids and outdoor. And each carries all the
Earnest Byner

November 26

6:00-8:00 PM

Earnest Byner
Carl Banks

November 27

11:30-1:30 PM

coolest brands of athletic shoes and college and
pro sports apparel.

To help kick off our grand opening, there will be
athlete appearances at Prince George's Plaz

20% OFF APPLIES TO ALL MERCHANDISE AT THE NEW FOOTACTION

(301) 559-2014

SUPERSTORE, PRINCE GEORGE'S PLAZA, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 20, THROUGH TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 23.
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Masterwork Puccini Messa di Gloria
(performed with full orchestra), and Great

survey, the first step in the Green Lights
an hour to go through training to do the
lighting survey, Price said.
The results of the survey will be entered into a computer software package,
which will tell how the university can
maximize the efficiency of its lighting
and what lighting needs to be put in
certain places.
According to Podbielski, “Lighting is
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to join the program because of the student support for it, the literature they
would receive to pass out about energy
savings and the access to the EPA’s
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Podbielski said the university had already started a partial replacement of its
lighting in April 1991 with new fluorescent light fixtures, but had not signed on
to the Green Lights Program because of
the obligation to inventory and then upgrade all of the university’s facilities.
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million a year on electricity.”
“If you didn’t look at the initial investment, and just savings, the university will save probably around a total of
$750,000 to $800,000 per year,”
Podbielski said.
“Depending on how fast you upgrade,
it can take anywhere from two to five
years,” Price said.
Price said the Energy Servicing Companies and rolling financing takes in
consideration the initial investment and
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It was truly a shame that
Georgetown’s name had to get mixed
up with that of Kilandigalu Madati
(CAS ’95), the student who was ar-

rested Tuesday for allegedly mak-

ing about $30,000 in three months
from selling fake ID’s. The
university ’srelations with D.C. were
already tense and certainly didn’t
get any better after Madati’s arrest
was covered by local TV stations, as
well as The Washington Post.
Of course, bad press is not the
only reason we should be ashamed
of our connection with Madati. If the
charges against him are correct, it
bears remembering that he would
not have been such a successful
criminal if his product was not in
high demand, and the small fortune
he amassed so quickly speaks volumes about the importance of drinking on college campuses.

An editorial on the opposite page
argues that “the huge and extensive
nature of Madati’s alleged clientele
raises serious questions for students
at all universities to reflect on their
value systems and the social life that
provides such a market for circumventing drinking-age laws. .
Madati’s alleged operation should
force students to reflect on the values of our community as a whole, as
well as our attitudes about underage
drinking.”

By taking part in a

culture that encourages underage

drinking, students
have no right to
criticize Madati on
moral grounds.

a troubling refusal to understand
exactly how “the values of our community as a whole, as well as our
attitudes about underage drinking”
contributed to the crimes Madati supposedly committed.
It is no secret that alcohol plays a
huge role in the Georgetown social
scene, so much so that the words
“going out” are a euphemism for
“going drinking.” Freshmen quickly
learn that going to parties or bars
comprises about 95 percent of the
average Hoya’s social life, and it’s
difficult to choose not to participate
in these activities when they are so
much of the “Georgetown experience.”
Going to bars presents special
problems for underage drinkers because many will not admit people
under the age of 21, let alone allow
them to drink. So a fake ID becomes
an important commodity — not only
to drink, but to simply gain access to
bars and participate in the social
scene. It’s not difficult to see why a
fake ID operation would be a lucrative enterprise.
But up until Madati’s arrest, most
people did not question or criticize
this lifestyle. Students went out,
drank, sometimes got drunk and generally went on accepting this as a
normal form of recreation on a college campus. Every so often a random voice questioned the role of
alcohol in the Georgetown social
life, but they were not listened to.
There were no widespread protests,
no objections and no reason to think
people didn’t willingly participate
in this lifestyle.
Sure, many people would draw
the line at involving themselves in a

$30,000 fake ID operation —

it

wouldn’t exactly look too good on
the resumé. But by taking part in a
culture that accepts and encourages
underage drinking, what right does
any student have to criticize Madati

on moral grounds?

During my freshman year, in fall
1990, The Georgetown Voice ran an

Those statements are both true,
and I think most people would agree
with them in principle. But coming
as they do from a group of college
students, most of whom have probably engaged in underage drinking
themselves, those words are hypocritical at best and at worst, display

article explaining how to fake the
Georgetown ID cards. Most of the
people I knew found this information useful, and I honestly can’t remember another article in the campus press so widely praised and appreciated. There was no protest
against providing this kind of infor-

mation to students, and there was no
widespread criticism of the Voice’s
morals. The Voice’s editors were
not adjudicated or even sanctioned.
People winked and looked the other
way, once again implicitly accepting underage drinking on campus.
It is very easy to criticize underage drinking through a case like
Madati’s, but how can anyone take
that stance while admitting they
themselves participated in underage
drinking? The criticisms made at a
board meeting probably wouldn’t
come as easily if members were at a
party, sipping beers. Why should
students only now start reflecting on
their drinking habits when they have
never really been asked to before? Is
itfair to blame Madati for something
so prevalent and so accepted on campus?
:
If Madati’s alleged operation
should “force students to reflect,” as
a majority of the editorial board decided, then why not write editorials
and tell students toreflectevery time
someone holds a party and lets in
underage drinkers? Or every time
they know of someone who used a
fake ID to get into a bar? Why
shouldn’t students be “reflecting on
the values of our community as a
whole” every time they themselves
take an illegal drink of alcohol? The

answer is, of course, that underage
drinking is acceptable behavior, even
though it breaks the law just as much
as Madati did.
Following his arrest, Madati has
become a symbol, an easy way for
students to point a finger at “wrong”
and “unlawful” behavior. No one is
saying he shouldn’t be prosecuted or
that his actions were justified. But
telling the campus to reconsider its
drinking behavior because Madati
gotcaughtis ahypocritical reaction.
Any student who has been drunk
before turning 21 has absolutely no
right to lecture anyone else. on the
harms of underage drinking. Before
too many students start pontificating about how wrong Madati was,
they should put their own behavior
under the same scrutiny.

Jennifer Almeida (CAS 94) is
managing editor of THE Hoya and
voted against the “Faking Out
Georgetown” editorial.
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Underage Drinkers Take Hypocritical Stance After Arrest of Student
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Julie Kennedy

Teaching Trials and Tribulations |
1

STOOD IN FRONT OF MY FOURTH-grade

class acouple weeks ago and looked
at them scattered around the room:
heads turned, mouths open, legs sprawled
onchairs and tables and, in one instance,
a squirming body on the floor. My first
thought was, “at least they’re not fighting.”
My second thought was Thank God it
was Friday and I was getting out of D.C.

Teaching has
become my life. I
shudder when I say
that — at 22 1

should be carefree.
;

i

for two whole days. Teaching has become my life. I shudder when I say that
— at 22 I should be carefree, not tied to
| ajob, a place, a person or anything else.
Instead, I spend my free time making
Thanksgiving word finds and math quizzes on place value and Roman numerals.
(Place value? Don’t worry, Ididn’tknow
what it was either, until I picked up the
fourth grade math book.) I am generally
overtired and just worndown
by the day-to-day life. I
haven’t had any wonderful
days yet.
Atthe same time, haven’t
come home in tears. It has
just been plodding though,
having infinite patience with
children who can’t read at
the age of 10, who come to
school

often

alone,

student to respond to my question. Out
of the mouth of a nine-year-old child,
such words can be devastating. Yet only
hours later, this same child wanted a hug
to end the day. Sometimes those hugs
take real effort on my part. Sometimes I
need them as much as the children.
When I applied to Teach for America
last winter, I was under no illusion as to
the difficulties I would encounter. Simply surviving the application process
was a challenge and it served to prepare
me for what I might encounter in the
years to come.
Despite this, the process excited me.

I liked the challenge, I liked the idea of
a teachers’ corps, of trying to do something for others, to share a part of myself,
no matter how small. It was something I
believed in deep in my soul. Abstractly,
Istill do: Butin practice, Liguess I’mmnot
as strong as I thought I was.

‘Ihave found my teaching experience
positive and supportive. But not every-

one has. T've been lucky — I've made
good friends and found people to help. I
even ended up back in D.C. by some
fluke, where I have lots of friends to fall
back on. But in this program you must
try, you must go out and ask for help,
you must look for support and draw on
those resources provided. Yes this is a
corps — if you make it one. If you don’t
itisn’t and you’re on your own.

“Why would I ever do a thing like that?”
Iresponded. A hush fell over the room at
the mere hint of no homework.
“Because I'm going to Baltimore, and
I can’t do homework in Baltimore,” he

said.

I laughed again. “Well, I'm going to
Boston, but I can still correct things for

Sometimes those

hugs take real effort
on my part.
Sometimes I need

®

them as much as the
children.
;
{

you' in Boston.” The homework iSsue
was instantly ancient history. Their
teacher actually went somewhere on the
weekends? Forget Baltimore, all of a

sudden everyone was begging to go to
Boston with me. I felt close to tears at the

@

mere hint of children-as-appendages for
my weekend.
Without thinking, I said, “the only
way any of you will come to Boston with
ize this weekend is tied to
the bumper of my car!” Of
course, they all howled and

guffawed
and shrieked atthe § @
hilarity of this image for far

longer than was needed.
They thought it was funny

— but I wasn’t kidding.
As a first-year teacher in
an inner-city school, even
being supported does not

some-

make life easy. It’s not. In |
fact,it’shard. Often, itsucks.

times hungry, cold and neglected, seeing and living
lives you and I can’t possibly
comprehend.
I am not only their teacher

It is demanding, draining.
These children, I often feel,

need more love and caring
than I could possibly hope
to givetheminmy two years { @
with Teach for America.

— I must care for them, en-

sure they are appropriately
clothed asitgets colder, teach
them common consideration
and politeness, hug them, dry

And even if [ were to stay in

Sd

Courtesy of Julie Kennedy

the D.C. public school sys-

Students from Julie Kennedy’s fourth-grade class.
tem for the rest of my life,
my contributions would still
wipe their noses, deal with
be only one tiny drop in a very needy
On my first momentous day as a
their abuse — and anger and profanity
sea. Am I happy? No. But would I'rather |
teacher, Iremember one precocious child
and disrespect.
be doing anything else right now? No
I must diffuse their fights — often
(who liked to tell me not only how to run
vicious ones — and endure their moway.
i
my class, but how to dress and when
make-up was appropriately applied)
mentary flashes of hatred directed my
way. Only yesterday, one of my students
yelled above the din, “Ms. Kennedy,
muttered, “f--k you, you old bitch,” not
can we have no homework this weekJulie Kennedy (CAS ’93) is currently
because I reprimanded him or broke up
end?”
inherfirstyear of the Teach for America
a fight, but because I chose another
I'laughed. I'm not a very nice teacher. program.
their tears, wash their faces,

hl

Campus Opinion:
The

CAS "96

and Hunter Gary

The Bourgeois-Kafkaesque Metamorphosis Machine.

CAS 94

Lorena Bobbit House O’ Horrors.
Lou Serico

Compiled by David Booth

What ride would you create for the new
Disney theme park being built in Virginia?

Ross Perot Freak Show.
Kevin Scharff

Car Jackers of the Carribbean.

Jeremy Bierbach

SLL’96

Missy Hoehn, SLL 94
Arlene Quiason, SLL ’94

Virtual Reality Sex.

Mairiott Mountain,
fot

Kristian Engle

| ®

Craig Cognetti, GSB ’94

Mike Morelli, GSB *94

THE
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Coffee Talk
The Challenge began a series of weekly
“coffeehouses” Nov. 9 to raise awareness
about the increasingly common complaint
of students that the Leavey Center fails to
provide adequate space for student activities and programming. Challenge
members brought tables and chairs from
Leavey Commons and placed them outside Vital Vittles and Saxa Sundries to
raise attention to the lack of a real coffeehouse in Leavey.
Although The Challenge first emerged
last spring during the Georgetown University Student Association (GUSA) presidential election as a renegade group of
eight students bent on disbanding GUSA,
since then it has changed its platform
and is trying to act as an effective voice for
students who may not feel adequately
represented by GUSA.
The first two coffeehouses were successful in bringing together about 50
people to discuss the Leavey Center issue
on an informal basis. The second meeting
was larger than the first and as the idea
catches on, more people may attend every
week. A surprisingly diverse group of
people came together, drawn only by
flyers asking people to BYOC (bring your
own coffee). The Challenge members acted
as moderators, soliciting opinions about
the Leavey Center, as well as suggestions
as how students concerns could be more
effectively heard. The first two meetings
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The Tuesday arrest of a Georgetown
student for selling fake identification
shocked the university community and
focused a critical media eye on the problem of underage drinking on this campus.
with Georgetown

long after the case of

Kilandigalu Madati (CAS '95) is resolved.
DC Metro Police accuse Madati of oper-

issue

Their

onthe
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ating a lucrative fake ID business from
his university-owned townhouse on 36th
Street. Madati allegedly has provided IDs
to under-aged clients at some of the
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According to an article in the Washington Post yesterday, Madati supposedly
made $30,000 in three months from fake
ID sales and received orders from students at Stanford, Harvard, Duke, Vassar
and Skidmore. With a computer, some
photography equipment and a book depicting licenses from all 50 states, Madati
allegedly created drivers’ licenses from
such states as North Carolina, New York,
Connecticut, Texas and Utah.
The huge and extensive nature of
Madati's alleged clientele raises serious
questions for students at all universities
to reflect on their value systems and the
social life that provides such a market for
circumventing drinking-age laws.
Besides the bad press Georgetown received, the incident reflects poorly on our

voice

in

protest,

GUSA members have also been working on the Leavey Center issue, forming
committees and meeting with Dean of
Students James A. Donahue -- all of
which will be important in gaining any
real changes. But The Challenge, by simply setting up tables outside the Corp,
connected with students and sent a strong
message to the administration. If GUSA
prefers not to question the status quo
with similar measures, then it will con-

tinue to have trouble gaining respect from
the student body.

ooth |

and should

serve as a re-

minder of how rampant

the problem of

underage drinking is on many college
campuses. Drinkingis unfortunately the
baseline for most social activity at colleges, and students seem to forget that
drinking is not only illegal for most
students but it can also be unhealthy
and destructive.
:
The possibility that a fake ID business
revenue in three months and enable him
to buy advanced computer and photography equipment demonstrates to what
lengths students will go to buy alcohol,
no matter what the law says. Although
few students can claim to have never had
a drink underage or owned a fake ID, we
do feel this situation vividly illustrates
how pervasive and extreme the problem
of underage drinking has become and
how serious the legal consequences can
be when drinking laws are violated.
If Madati is convicted he could face up

to five years in prison, but the issue does
not close there. Some students might
dismiss the incident as the case of a
person who took risks and “got caught,”
but the extensiveness of Madati's al-

leged operation should force students to
reflect on the values of our community
asawhole, as well as our attitudes about
underage drinking.
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To the Editor:

THE Hoya was absolutely correct in
observing that Georgetown’s 83,000
alumni represent a significant untapped
resource for the University. The solution however, lies less with the vice
president for alumni and university relations, than with the willingness of alumni

and students to accept a responsibility
that is rightfully ours.
Fifty-five percent of Dartmouth
alumni understand this responsibility
and give money to support their Annual
Fund, 45 percent of Notre Dame alumni
understand this responsibility and give,
but only 24 percent of Georgetown
alumni currently contribute to the Annual Fund.
As many people are aware, Georgetown is ranked 17th among the nation’s
bestuniversities, accordingto U.S. News
and World Report. You may not be
aware, however, that Georgetown’s
charitable giving ranks 36th among comparable universities according to The
Chronicle of Philanthropy.

Why the disparity? First, Georgetown
is seriously under-endowed. This is primarily because Georgetown has been in
the fund-raising business for arelatively
short time. Although it is impossible to
recapture the losses of years past, the
University’s endowment has virtually
tripled in the last decade. Continued
progress at this pace should help Georgetown compete financially where it
already competes academically.
Second, Georgetown’s Alumni Annual Fund participation rate of 24 percent is well below that of our peer institutions. True, some alumni choose not

to participate in the Annual Fund because they are dissatisfied with the University. But this is an unacceptable excuse for lack of participation, and one to
which only a limited number of alumni
subscribe. A larger number of alumni
simply do not understand how critical
alumni financial support is to Georgetown.
Although alumni do not always appreciate the impact of the Annual Fund,
students are surrounded by the faculty,

programs and facilities that alumni dollars support. You see, tuition covers
only 80 percent of what it costs to educate students at Georgetown. That is
perhaps the most important reason why
alumni support for the Annual Fund
should begin right here on campus with
Georgetown’s “alumni in residence.” If
Georgetown is to flourish, it must have
the financial resources to meet the tuition gap and hire the finest faculty,
attract and support a bright and diverse
student body and afford facilities in
which the learning process can thrive.
Every Georgetown student and every
Georgetown graduate must understand
the responsibility that he or she bears in
sustaining Georgetown’s position
among the finest universities in the nation and world.
Conan N. Louis
I'73, G'78, L786
ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIDENT AND
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
GEORGETOWN ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Tolerance Is Everybody’s Responsibility
To the Editor:

In the Nov. 9 issue in the article,
“What Do I Do if My Roommate is
Gay?” Georgetown Pride president,
Darin Dew (GSB

94) made a par-

ticularly disturbing
my dealings with
tion, I’ve found they
of minority issue.

statement: “in
the administraview itas atype
It’s like people

from the south who don’t want their
kid living with a black student.”
The implication of this statement,
though I’m sure unintentional, is
that all Southerners come from families who have difficulties dealing
with racial issues. This is untrue,
though it is a traditionally conve-

nient stereotype.
Tolerance and understanding are
important from all groups on campus. Both of these must extend in all
directions. Stereotypes and generalizations are dangerous and lead to
skewed understanding, while promoting ideas that are no longer the
norm. Instead of making generalizations about people from the South,
people from the North, or gay or
straight people, we must necessarily
look at the individual as an individual.
And I would like to encourage
Darin Dew in his fight for respect
and understanding for GU Pride and

Darin Dew in his fight for respect
and understanding for GU Pride and
gay rights on campus to remember
thatrespectis indeed amutual thing,
with education as the important basis.
THE SOUTHERN SOCIETY

EXECUTIVE BOARD
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Nursing School Smokescreen
To the Editor:

expectations. Such is the case with the
dismissal of Stephanie Lamboley and
Shanta Kumar effective December 10.
According to Larson, the decision to
restructure and streamline the Nursing
School is an effort to make it among the
top ten nursing schools in the nation.
While her goal is admirable, the question remains, “How does eliminating
two of the biggest assets the nursing
school has improve the program?” Make
no mistake about it — Mrs. Kumar and
Mrs. Lamboley are tremendous assets.
Larson has

been criticized for her han-

dling of the decision, I have a problem
with the decision itself.
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definitive reason for firing individuals
whose performance goes well beyond
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Letters to the Editor

This letter is in reference to the socalled “restructuring” of the Nursing
School as told in the November 16 issue
of THE Hoya“GUSN Dean Fires Four
Assistants” . We all know what the term
restructuring refers to. It is a term used
when one can give no satisfactory or

Patrick C. Lord, Editor in Chief
Jennifer Almeida, Managing Editor
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preferring to present student needs by
lobbying administrators. GUSA’'s approach is sensible and has accomplished
much in the recent past, but The Challenge is showing that students react enthusiastically to tangible signs of concern
about issues such as the Leavey Center.

community

The repercussions of this arrest will stay

~~

away

Faking Out Georgetown
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n with

were loud but friendly, and curious
passers-by were encouraged to join in.
Even GUSA members, who stopped by to
find the source of all the noise, were
visibly impressed by the number of people
drawn to the coffeehouses.
The remarkable thing about the coffeehouse idea is the way The Challenge is
promoting discussion about an importantissueby taking an active approach —
making a statement by its mere presence
outside the Corp. GUSA has always shied

When pressed for specifics, Larson
stated that she “decided to downsize”
the department for reasons of efficiency
and cost-effectiveness. Both reasons are
nothing more than a smoke-screen. As
Lamboley so accurately stated — her
record speaks for itself with an increase
of the number and quality of applicants.
Stop any nursing student, at random, to
ask about Mrs. Kumar's efficiency, and
you will get a testimony that speaks for
itself. She and Stephanie Lamboley have
always had an open-door policy, providing great support to students. Their
“genuine” personal interests in the students of the Nursing School has had a
profound effect on many.
As far as the reason of cost-effectiveness goes, the question should not be
whether we can afford to keep Mrs.
Kumar and Mrs. Lamboley, but whether
we can afford NOT to keep them. The
answer is NO! The fact also remains that
their jobs are not being eliminated,
thereby saving money, but rather they
are being replaced with someone else.
Another smoke-screen is the public

invitation to Kumar and Lamboley to
reapply. Lamboley, however, was informed at the time of her dismissal that
she need not reapply. However, Mrs.
Kumar's invitation was still extended.
The invitation strikes me as more of a
legality issue than a sincere invitation.
To add insult to injury, when asked
about redefining the roles of Lamboley
and Kumar, as opposed to dismissing
them, Larson responded, “We want the
best people for the job.” Considering
Kumar’s twenty years of service to the
University, and all that Lamboley has
done in less time, Larson’s comment is
a slap in the face to them both.
I'urge Dean Larson to reconsider her
latest “restructuring” plans. At the same
time, I urge all other GUSN students to
voice their opinion in a meeting with
Dean

Larson

on

Monday,

November

22, at 5:15 p.m. in St. Mary’s Boardroom.

G. Scott TAYLOR
GUSN ‘95

Business Manager
Office Manager
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University Interfaith Thanksgiving Service
Monday, November 22, 7:00p.m., Dahlgren Chapel
Presider: Rev. Bruce Epperley

Preacher:

Rev. Johanna Green

An offering will be taken up on behalf of So Others Might Eat
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The Kennedy Center’s

Modern-Day Morality Tale
By Kristen Mally
Special to The HOYA

aded humor and a provocative
theme combine to make the
Kennedy Center’s Three Hotels an absorbing, if not entirely satisfying, production.
A modern-day morality play by Jon
Robin Baitz, Three Hotels tells the story
of a middle-aged man named Ken and
his wife Barbara, who have both made
personal sacrifices for the sake of corporate advancement. Three acts, in which

Ron Rifkin nurses a martini in Three Hotels.

husband and wife never spend time together because of these sacrifices, unveil the personal tragedy of their lives
and at the same time, present the univer-

sal dilemma of morality in a corporate
world.
In act one, we see things from Ken’s
point of view

(Ron

Rifkin),

who

is a

disillusioned businessman whose company sells powdered baby formula to
Third World countries. After the death
of his 16-year-old son, Brandon, Ken
rises up the corporate ladder to assume
the responsibility of firing company

workers. At the threshold of a promotion, he explains in his opening monologue that he has reached “the point
when a particular brand of cruelty becomes meaningless,” and he now takes
embittered pleasure in firing people.
Rifkin, whose film credits include

Manhattan Murder Mystery and Hus-

bands and Wives, is excellent as the
caustic Ken. Darkly funny lines are delivered with a smirk, and his mocking
imitations of business associates give
personalities to characters never seen on
See HOTELS,

p. 7

Source Theatre’s Rollin’ Revue
Local Theater Company Presents Stevens’ Stories of Black Vaudevillians
By Jerry Wright
HOYA

Staff Writer

If your knowledge of black entertainment only goes back to
the mid-70s Good Times or the Jackson Five, then the enlightening Source Theatre Company’s Rollin’ with Stevens and
Stewart is worth the trip across town.
As noted by creator, director and co-star Ronald Stevens,
the play’s intention “is to celebrate this period [of black
vaudeville] and the contributions and sacrifices made by these
performers.” Through a series of skits, the play succeeds in
obtaining this goal.
Combining songs from the past and essays written by
Langston Hughes, the play allows for Stevens to illuminate
minds of all ages through classic works. It is this combination
that gives Rollin’ its ethnic background and makes the play a
must see. Stevens does a tremendous job at assembling a wide
array of actors to perform the roles of black vaudevillians,
creating a play with an authentic feel.
The showreveals the problems that black vaudevillians had
to deal with as people still considered second-class citizens
before the Civil Rights period. They had to stay in private
homes because they were not allowed to lodge in hotels. They
also dealt with a booking association that took advantage of

the performers. Glimpses of this are seen in scenes on a train.
Two performers, played by Stevens and Jaye Stewart, are
forced to ride in separate cars from white passengers and they
are not allowed to go into the dining car.
Along with conveying the history of black vaudeville, the
play offers plenty of humor. To create this, the performers
strive to bring the audience into the play itself. With the
performance of the song “Nobody,” written by Bert Williams
and Alex Rogers, the audience is allowed to join in — by
singing the “nobodies” for Stevens.
The play also includes a couple of scenes that allowed
blacks to laugh at themselves. Much of this has been lost in the
era of political correctness, but Rollin’ strives to show that this
is nothing but fun. An example of this self-inflicted humor is
the performance of the skit “Soul Food,” written by Langston
Hughes. It is hilarious to watch Stewart recount how he went
in adream to a white restaurant after the integration period and
found they had no “ham hocks, pig tails or chitterlings.” He
says that from this he knew that whites were not ready for
integration: “It is too bad white folks deny themselves that
pleasure, because there is nothing better than good oldfashioned, down-home, Southern Negro cooking.”
Other skits focus more on intellectual aspects of black life.
See ROLLIN’, p. 7

Te

Ronald Stevens and Art Dailey in Rollin’ with Stevens and Stewart.

BoDeans' New Album Disappoints
‘Go Slow Down’ Abandons Electric Sound, Fails to Return to Band's Roots
BoDeans
Go Slow Down
By Ruth E. Igoe
HOYA Staff Writer

With the cover’s grainy photo of a
nude male, the BoDeans’ new album Go
Slow Down attempts to go back to the
basics in its music and also startle with
its unusually sexual lyrics. But other
than a few standout cuts, the album is as
nondescript as the cover photo.
Produced by Slash Records, the same
company that produced the band’s previous albums Home (1989) and their big
hit Black and White (1991), the latest

album returns to the elemental acoustic
and country-influenced strains in Home.

The album’s best cut, which is truly a
great song, is the fast-paced pop-thrash
“Closer to Free” which utilizes a bluegrass harmonica, accordion and ripping
riffs from an organ of all things — and
pulls it off fantastically. The lyrics, sung
by lead vocalist and acoustic guitarist
Sam Llanas, are good and easy to get
into: “Everybody wants tolive/Like they
wanna live/Everybody wants to love/
Like they wanna love/Everybody wants
to be/Closer to free.”
In tunes such as their title song, however, the rough country — style guitar
slides loosely, lacking any substantive
rhythm. The lyrics here also leave something to be desired with “First she comes,
then we go slow/She’s on the top, she’s
riding hard/Man we're flying to the
stars.” This is a far cry from the
poignantly pastoral lyrics with an ironic
touch that helped make their “Good

Things” (1991), which addressed preju-

dice, a hit: “Sunlight falls down on the
fields/Sunlight falls down over me/Work
all day/Be all that I can be, yeah.”
“Feed the Fire” has similarly
uninspired lyrics. Llanas explains in the
CD cover that “As I’m reaching what I
consider to be my sexual prime, my
music can’t help being affected.” But
lyrics that begin “wanna lay with you,
wetand naked” areunnecessary. Thanks
Llanas for sharing.
— but no thanks.
Other than the lyrics, “Feed the Fire” has
a potentially good tune, but again there
is not a resonating, full sound and the
vocals and harmony are buried under
heavy guitar strains.
Several songs attempt to deal with
political themes, but they fall flat because of their bland choruses and forced
feel. “Freedom,” which, according to
the liner notes, was written on the day

Nelson

Mandela

was

released from

prison, has only a vague, indistinct sound.
“Stay On” is a bold cut which combines strong bass and acoustic and electric guitars with tambourine and organ.
There is a passionate repetition of lyrics
throughout the song as Llanas emphatically delivers his lines.
By using a variety of musical instruments, the BoDeans try to return to the
sound of its first albums and move away
from the more synthesized, electric Black
and White. Home's songs, however, had
a much fuller sound with a southern
twangy jazziness to it that cohesively
came together. The songs in Go Slow
Down lack musical fullness and often
fail to strike the audience. Whereas both
the cover and the songs in Go Slow
Down are rough, sexual and grainy at
best, the BoDeans should try to return to

a genuine, full sound like clear Black
and White.

THE WEEKENDER
THE INSIDER'S GUIDE TO THIS WEEKEND’S HOTTEST HAPPENINGS
This Weekend's:

BEST BET

Tonight, tomorrow and Sunday
night GPB screens The Firm at 7:30
and 10 in Reiss 103. The film stars
Tom Cruise and Gene Hackman and
features a scene-stealing supporting
performance by Holly Hunter. Tickets are $1 for cardholders and $3 for
softies.
The Georgetown Chamber Music Program performs Sunday at
7:30 p.m. in Gaston Hall. Tickets

are $5 general admission and $2 for
students.

Cracker plays at the 9:30 Club
(930 F St. NW) tonight, with Count-

ing Crows opening up. Tickets are

$12 and going fast. Call 393-0930
for more info.
World-renowned female a
cappella group Sweet Honey in the
Rock sings their 20th anniversary
concert tonight and tomorrow at 8
p.m. in Howard University’s
Cramton Auditorium (2400 6th St.
NW). Tickets are $20. For more
info, call 882-5173.

Thought that the only bigtime local band was Fugazi?
Guess again. Tomorrow night
at 7:30, the DC Roots-Pop
Explosion at the Barns at
Wolftrap (Trap Rd., Vienna,

Va) features some of D.C.’s
greatest local talent, includare $14. Call (703) 281- 2228 for
more info.

ing The Cravin’ Dogs (pictured above), Kevin Johnson
and the Linemen and the
Graverobbers. Tickets are

$10 general admission. Call
(703) 218-6500 for more
info.
person has an invisible mate of the
opposite sex. Call 357-2700 for more
info.

On Sunday at 2 p.m., the MuThe Folklore Society of Greater
Washington sponsors folk singer
Gordon Bok tomorrow night at 8:30
in St. Columba’s Episcopal Church
(4201 Albermarle St. NW). Tickets

seum of African Art (950 Independence Ave. NW) shows Lovers in

the Spirit World: Baule Statuary.
The free film explores the idea of a
land called “blolo,” where every

Storyteller Mary Carter Smith
makes an appearance at the Washington Ethical Society tomorrow at
8 p.m. Tickets are $10. Call (703)
549-6657 for more info.

Raquel Aceves/The HOYA

The Georgetown Dance Company, in its first year under the
direction of Dana Tai Soon Burgess, presents its fall recital this
weekend.
Burgess, with the help of codirectors Margaret Frohn (SLL
’95) and Jill Roberts (CAS ’95),
trained the troupe for their performance of eight pieces, including dances arranged by guest cho-

reographers and by Georgetown
students, as well as standbys from
such well-known choreographers
as Marius Petipa. The dance
company’s performance, from
“The Feeling Begins” to “Four
Little Freshmen,” promises to be
an exciting evening,and arefreshing change from the university
routine.
Performances are in the Walsh

Black Box Theater at 8:00 PM on
the 19th, 20th, and

21st. Tickets

are $7.00 general admission and
$5.00 for students, and are on sale
at the theater and in the Leavey
Center lobby. Call 687-3838 for
more info.

—Jamie Morin
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precedent. The few worthy songs
are few and far between. Tim Booth’s
normally soaring vocals are painfully restrained, while Larry Gott’s
guitar tries desperately to develop a
direction — any direction. The album seems to have taken its own
self-reflection way too far, and the
rhythms fail to climb out of their rut.

James

:

Laid
By Everett Saucedo
HOYA Staff Writer

8

Not-quite-dreampop English band
James, who scored a direct hit with
its debut album Seven, completely
misses withits latest, Laid. Although
there are a few notable tunes, the
music for the most part is stuck in
knee-deep sappiness.

It’s hard to figure out just where
James went wrong with this one, but
it comes down to the adage, “If it
ain’t broke, don’tfix it.” Laid fails in
every aspect that Seven succeeded.
Without the fresh, sweeping songs
that characterized their earlier album, Laid finds itself muddled

in

While Seven was graced with
musical gems such as “Born of Frus-

confusing lyrics and monotonous
music. Although there are afew good

tration,” Laid fails to live up to that

tunes, such as “Sometimes

(Lester

GAIN NEw INSIGHT INTO
THE DEVELOPMENT OF

|

4

A

2 g

&

IDEAS OF SCIENCE & SOCIETY
fr
f-

producing, this album falls far short.
“Sometimes” is about as good as it
gets; whatever the band was looking
for in this album, they obviously
haven’t found it.
The front cover of the album is
graced by a picture of the band
chomping on bananas while dressed
in granny dresses, their eyes earnestly filled with the promise of the
daring experiment that Laid was
obviously supposed to be. However,
appearances in this case are very
deceiving. If this album needs a
warning label, this should beit: “Caution: Thefollowing albumisn’tnearly
as exciting as its name implies.”

from p. 6

the stage. Rifkin portrays Ken at his
greediest and meanest yet still manages
to evoke sympathy when Ken expresses
real despair and regret at the state of his
life and his marriage.
Act two presents Barbara’s perception of their lives and their marriage.
Played by Debra Monk, she describes a
speech entitled “Be Careful” that she
has just given to young wives whose
husbands are new to the company. The

ExPLORE THE OFTEN CONFLICTING
MODERN EUROPEAN INTELLECTUAL HISTORY, M.A.

speech, which criticizes the ethics of the

NINETEENTH CENTURY STUDIES, PH.D.

corporation that has turned her husband
into a monster, costs Ken not only his

Ideal for generalists, these interdisciplinary programs drawing
from history, philosophy, art and science allow students to
form their own theories of the world order.

3

H

—

For more information,

write or call Graduate Admissions,

English band James frolicks in the grass.

promotion, but his job as well.
Barbara confronts issues of conscience directly and honestly. Barbara is
more honest and less bitingly cynical

than Ken. She has somehow survived
the death of her son without losing her
faithinhumanity, whereas Ken has alienated himself from all that is noble and
worthy of respect in life.
Set in Third World hotel rooms that
are indistinguishable from one another,

the atmosphere of the play is detached
“and impersonal. The only clue to changes
in location come from a headline projected above the stage as the lights dim

between acts.

gration,” both of which were also writ-

mental effect of blacks on society.
Despite the humor and strong messages of the musical, there are some
problems. Although the jokes are abundant, the attempt to bring music and

ten by Hughes. Both pointouthow
newspapers and media only notice the detri-

dance to the stage failed—notdueto the
talents of Stevens and Stewart, but be-

ROLLIN’, from p. 6

Drew University, Madison, NJ 07940-4000, 201/408-3110

DREW

£0

a

In the final act, Ken is alone in yet
another hotel room. Barbara has just left
him, he is without a job and he has

returned to Mexico, the site of their
honeymoon. He is waiting for Barbara,
whom he believes will also return on the
local Day of the Dead commemoration
to light a candle for Brandon. As the
lights dim, he softly sings a Yiddish
song, apparently hoping that he too will
have a chance at a spiritual rebirth.
Richly dark comedy and vibrant performances by Rifkin and Monk make
Three Hotels a fascinating story of one
couple’s self-examination. As a morality play, however, it fails to pack any
conclusive punch. Despite his ambition
to impart a lesson in Act Two, Baitz is
sidetracked into the development of
Barbara’s character and personal his-

A Humorous Look at Vaudeville

Excellent library facilities, campus housing and a nationally
respected faculty. All students are issued personal computers
and printers.

This is done in the skits of “Simple on
U.F.0.’s” and “Simple on Military Inte-

cause of its sporadic appearances. The
purpose of the music was to bring levity
to the frequently tense moments.
If
there had been more music, the play
would have been more successful.
This play is definitely worth seeing,
especially if you are in the mood for

tory. Her divulgence of an extramarital
affair, for example, adds little to the plot
overall and actually serves to weaken
the focus that was so strongly initiated in
Ken’s opening scene. Rather than providing the moral of the story promised to
the audience, Baitz instead merely warns
them to “be careful.”

Three Hotels plays November 9 to
December 5 at the Kennedy Center’s
Eisenhower Theater. Performances
are at 7:30 p.m., Tuesday through
Sunday, and at 1:30 p.m. on Saturday
and Sunday. There is no performance
on November 25. Tickets range in
price from $28.50 to $45.

more than light entertainment. One performance and you will be “Rolling,
rollin’, rollin’ — tryin’ to get that knowledge.”

Rollin’

With

Youre upposed
10 get a lot outof college,

j

but this is ridiculous.

LC 475 4/80, Apple Color Plus
Macintosh
il

14” Display, Apple Keyboard Il and mouse.

Only $1,225.

|
|

|
G

Quadra® 610 8/160, Apple Color Plus
Macintosh
a
14” Display, Apple Keyboard Il and mouse.

Only $1,606.

Apple PowerBook Duo™ 230 4/80 (with

Macintosh External Floppy

Disk Drive and

PowerBook Duo Flo phy PPy
Adapter not shown).

Only $1,367,

Introducing the Great Apple Campus Deal. Now, when you buy any give you the kinds of programs you need most. Programs to organize
your time and money. And some programs just for fun. So, why buy
select Macintosh or PowerBook’ computer, you'll also receive seven
software programs. Its all included in one low price. And the software ~~ an Apple’ computer? It does more. It costs less. It’s that simple.
a
Introducing the Great Apple Campus Deal
package alone has a combined SRP value of $590: It was designed to
;

_ Visit your Apple Campus Reseller today.

;

Stevens and Stewart

plays at the Source Theatre Company
(1835 14th St. NW). Call 462-1073 for
more info.
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Brian Eno (U2’s The Joshua Tree)

HOTELS,

CONTEMPORAR Y THOUGHT

Me

199

Piggot),” for the most part this album plods along with all the intensity of a garden slug. Even with

Living Life in Hotels
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/

1

James Wishes It Could Get ‘Laid’

|

7

November

oi

For more information visit the Georgetown University Medical Library
in the Preclinical Science Bldg. or call 687-1083
Mon.-Fri. 9:00am-5:00pm

*Sale prices good through January 31
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“Based on the combined Suggested Retail Prices (SRP) of the products in The Campus Software Set for Macintosh as of October
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Quadra and PowerBook are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. PowerBook Duo is a trademark of Apple Computer.
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Win $300.00 worth of Champion sportswear. Stop
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SPORTS
Friday, November 19

William’s Chapel.

The Class Committees will be conducting a
food and clothing drive. Non-perishable foods
may be dropped off in front of Vital Vittles all
day and clothing will be accepted in New
South Cafeteria during dinner.

Reckless, the Mask and Bauble winter show,
in Poulton Hall.

12:30-1:30
p.m. Czech Massin St. William's
Chapel.
1-3 p.m. The Sophomore Class Committee
sponsors a brunch with Jesuits. For tickets and
more information call Amy at 4-8080.

7-9 p.m. University Interfaith Thanksgiving Service in Dahlgren Chapel.
7:30 p.m. The College Democrats hold its
General Meeting in ICC 105.

12:30 p.m. The Bisexual, Gay and Lesbian

Lunch Group meets at Center Grill. For more

3 p.m.

The

Contemporary

Arts Theatre

(1041

Stage featuring two one-act plays. The performances will be followed by discussions and
are free, but reservations are suggested. Call
298-7670 for more information or reservations.

ow

information, call Laura at (703) 528-7216 or

Clark at (202) 332-4409.
12:30 p.m. The Islamic Society of Georgetown offers Islamic Prayers in the Copley

Basement prayer room.
6:30 p.m. Shabbat Services at the Jewish
Student Association (JSA) house (1314 36th

Wisconsin Avenue) presents The Next

3-5 p.m. Weekly worship in St. William's
Chapel.

7:30-9:30 p.m. The Graduate Group meets
in St. Mary's conference room.
8-9 p.m. The Georgetown Marketing Society and The Georgetown International Business Association sponsors a presentation given
by Karla Sullivan (SES

Tuesday, November 23

Street).

7-8:30 p.m. Christian Fellowship meeting
in Walsh 495. For more information call Shawn
Malone at 338-2278.

6:30 p.m. The Junior Class Committee holds
its weekly meeting in White-Gravenor 201.All
mambers should attend.
7 p.m. Mask and Bauble holds auditions for

8 p.m. The Contemporary Arts Theatre
(1041 Wisconsin Avenue) presents The Next
Stage featuring two one-act plays. The performances will be followed by discussions and
are free. Call 298-7670 for more information
or reservations.
8 p.m The Black Student Alliance hosts a
Comedy Jam in Copley Formal Lounge. Call
784-7764 for tickets and information.

Saturday, November 20

12-4 p.m. The SCC
Senior Holiday Ball
Thursday, December
and are available on

is selling tickets for the
which will be help on
9. Tickets are $30 each
the first floor of the

Reckless, the Mask and Bauble winter show,

Leavey Center. At the table, the SCC will also

in Poulton Hall.

be accepting slides for the Senior Slide Show.

7:30 p.m. The GUSA Lecture Fund sponsors a lecture by Sandy Fries, a writer for Star

MEN’S

HOOPS, from p. 10

with a driving layup that shaved the lead
to one point.
Fort Hood would not be that close
again, however, as the Millen-led Hoyas
began to build a lead on their pressure
defense and size advantage.
Georgetown’s tight press forced the
Tankers into 22 turnovers. The stifling
Hoyadefense was paced by junior guard
John Jacques, who saw only 13 minutes
of action, and Brown. The two guards
totalled five steals between them. The
Hoyas also held a commanding 50-37
advantage in rebounding, including a
26-14 edge in the decisive second half.
A 21-6 run that began with 8:52 left in
the game finished the Tankers off, as a
questionable 72-65 Hoya lead ballooned
to a hefty 93-69 advantage in fewer than

5:30-6:30
p.m. Christian meditation in Healy
110.

Monday, November 22
12-4 p.m. The

Senior

Class Committee

selling tickets for the Senior Holiday

Ball which will be help on Thursday, December 9. Tickets are $30 each and are available
on the first floor of the Leavey Center. At the
table, the SCC will also be accepting slides for

8 p.m.
(1041

The

Contemporary

6 p.m. The Georgetown Program Board
hosts a Thanksgiving Dinner with the Deans
in the Leavey Ballroom.

NOW
FOR
UT

Stage featuring two one-act plays. The performances will be followed by discussions and
are free, but reservations are suggested. Call
298-7670 for more information or reservations.

Masses at Dahlgren Chapel: 9a.m.,11a.m.,
12:30 p.m., 5 p.m., 7 p.m., 8:30 p.m., 10 p.m.,

11:15 p.m.
11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Protestant service in St.

LEADERS WANTED

9-10 p.m. Lutheran Service in Copley Crypt.

Wednesday, November 24

Gender, Race and Class in

High- Profile Cases” in the Leavey Program
Room.
5-6 p.m. Bereavement support group meets
in New North 107.

Sunday, November 21

GROUP

7:30-8:30 p.m. The Sophomore Class Committee has its weekly meeting in the Leavey
Club Room. All members should attend.

4:15-6 p.m. The Sociology Department
sponsors a lecture by Lynn Chancer on “Provoking Assaults:

HOUSE, from p. 10

$195

Nagel has the same first name as my
mom (although it is spelled differently).
Like it or not...One of the keys to
the success of the women’s basketball team is the development of
sophomore center Vania Cooke.
Georgetown needs someone to become a significant rebounding presfor the Big
ence in order to challenge

$229

tensity
i

#

4-6 p.m. Career decision testing at the Career Center, fifth floor Leavey Center.

Thanksgiving break begins after last class
today. Classes resume on Monday.
5:30-6:30 p.m. Orthodox Vespers in Copley
Crypt.

6 p.m. James B. Stewart, author of Den of
Thieves, speaks on “The State of Business
Ethics in America” in ICC Auditorium.

7-9 p.m. Harambee Fellowship in St. Mary's
conference room.

7 p.m. Mask and Bauble holds auditions for

7-10 p.m. Marian Prayer in Copley Crypt.

WE GO WHERE YOU GO:
LONDON

AMSTERDAM

Are you young and college-educated?
Are you seriously searching for love?

We offer self-descriptive essays and
let you decide whom to contact. (Also
open to gays.) Write for free info. to:
The Happy Few

CALL (800) 714 - 8687

FLORIDA KEYS

Let us not grow weary while doing
good, for in due season we shall reap if
we do not lose heart.
—Galatians 6:9

CHRISTMAS & SPRING BREAK

IT'S A PIRATE'S LIFE !

EMPLOYMENT
CAPITOL DEEJAYS is looking
for experienced deejays to

college

crowd.

ContactMr. Cross at (202) 291-

2488.

ber23.$5-$15/hrplus free the_atertickets! Great for marketing, communications, or theater students. Call (202) 588-

9259.

$2,000+/mo.

EMPLOYMany

earn

in canneries or

$3,000-$6,000+/mo. on fishing

vessels. Many employers provide room & board and transportation. No experience

necessary! Get the necessary

head start on next summer.
For more information call: 1-

206-545-4155 ext. A5301
BARTENDING: Good times,
good pay, flexible hours. 1,2week classes. Placement assistance. On Metro. (703) 841-

9700.
995498

sn

Guaranteed

employ-

Call (919) 929-4398 ext.

AGENTS:

NO

EXPERIENCE:

Company expanding - $12 $18 hr. + Bonuses. Send SASE
for details to: INTERNATIONAL,

1375 Coney Island Ave., Ste.
427, Brooklyn, NY 11230.
BARTENDING: Good times,
good pay, felxible hours. 1,2
week classes. Placement as-

sistance. On
841-9700.

SERVICES

metro.

(703)

AVAILABLE

$199

Need Money for

$410

College?
LET US HELP!

Fares are each way, from Washington, based on a
round trip purchase. Taxes & surcharges not included. Restrictions apply. Some fares may require
an International Student ID and/or are age restricted.

DOCUMENTS:

Please

contact Donna at (202) 317-

3055 at Georgetown Univ. or
(301) 864-6264.
WORD

PROCESSING:

labels

and

Thesis,

applications.

Please call Donna at (202)
317-3055 at Georgetown
Univ. or (301) 864-6264.

$95$$$$ FREE TRIPS! Student

motivated students and frafernities to be the George-

than ever! Days/Evenings/
Weekends. GREAT GIFT IDEA
(202) 862-3938.

$2,500

Holidays, the nation's leader
in Spring Break vacations,
seeking enthusiastic, highly
fown University reps. EARN
HIGHEST COMMISSIONS AND
TRAVEL

FREE!

earlier this month.

SPORTS.
A450 [0 Ws

Thousands of Grants, Scholarships, Internships, and Fellowships are currently available.

OO

Student Financial Services
1-800-959-1605 ext. F5301

Os

Cancun!

Daytona Beach! CALL NOW
1-800-360-TRIP!
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What you already know.
can change a life!
All over the world people need something you have. An education. Having an education can get people jobs. It can change lives. If you have a
college education, you can become a WorldTeach volunteer. As a volunteer
for WorldTeach, you'll contribute your knowlege and skills to students who
need them. And you'll further you own education in ways you've never
imagined. Be a WorldTeach volunteer:

Dept. GT, Box 382805
Cambridge, MA 02238

Live abroad
» Learn a new culture & language
> Let WorldTeach defer your student loans
° Change your life while changing others

gs

1584.
PROFESSIONALTUTORING: Retired professor, P.h.D. offers
assistance in research, writ2 .selectsubjects. (202) 6594,

World Teach
Harvard Institute for International Development
1 Eliot Street
Cambridge, MA 02138

oN

OO

SON ONCE

CEN

LLCS

FOR RENT
2 SPACES AVAILABLE FOR
SPRING SEMESTER: In house
on Prospect. if interested,
bisese

call Alex:

(202)

342-

ROSSLYN/RIVERPLACE: 2bedroom,

2 bath

luxury

apart-

ment 1 block to Metro; GUTS
stops in front of bldg:

spa, gym;

pool,

24 hour security;

parking space;
8% loan with

assume 6 5/
10% down;

$148,000; (703) 352-3362.

RETRIEVALS OF OUTSIDE MEDI-

CAL

MASSAGE THERAPY 25% STUDENTDISCOUNT: NearFoggy
Bottom/GW metro. Women
and men welcome. Take

EARN

ty as her

+ Call WorldTeach at (617)495-5527

AA CRUISE & TRAVEL JOBS:
Ean $2500/MO + travel the
world for free! (Caribbean,
Europe, Hawaii, Asia!) Cruise
lines now hiring for busy holiday, spring and summer seasons.

EARN SPENDING MONEY FOR
THE HOLIDAYS: Studio Theatre
needs you on our subscription sales team. Eve/wknd
shifts available thru Decem-

SUMMER

nas

MEXICO C.

Classifieds

Fisheries.

gameface, she is going to become
that presence.
Like it or not...Nadira Ricks’ exclusion from the preseason All-Big
East team proves what a sham the
coaches’ poll is. Her defensive ability and scoring punch make her the
most complete player in the Big East,
yet she goes unnoticed. This season
isRicks’ first as the focal point of the
Hoyas’ attack and she is sure to
change the minds of the Big East

!

SNORKELING
BLUE WATER SAILING
HIGH SEAS ADVENTURE
INTERCOLLEGIATE
PROFESSIONAL CAPTAIN
5 DAY AND 7 DAY PACKAGES
25 SAILING YACHTS RANGING 35.5 TO 43 FEET

MENT:

as

TOKYO

THE Happy Few

ALASKA

gets

$289
$215

Would you like to be one of...

the

ever

ZURICH
CARACAS

WP, OF

WORK

Thompson said he was especially
pleased with the team effort the Hoyas
displayed, particularly when the Tankers pressured them with scoring spurts.
“It was good psychologically,” he said.
“When they made runs at us, we started
to shoot the ball really well.”
He also cited the team’s pressure defense and constant hustle as keys for
success in the upcoming season. “We
have to be a good team,” he said. “We
can’t have individuals who go out there
and just overpower people. If we can get
out on the run and harass people I think
we can be very effective.”

East title. If Cooke’s rebounding in- ~~ coaches who failed to recognize her

$245

PARIS

3300 M St.,202-337-6364
NW, Washington, DC20007

*
*
+
*
+
*

ankle that is the result of an earlier
injury. According to Thompson, the injury is not serious and Spencer “could
have played if it were a regular-season
game.”

Ruminations on GU Sports

6:30-7:30 p.m. Bible study on I Corinthians
in Healy 110.

Arts Theatre

Wisconsin Avenue) presents The Next

The Hoyas played without sophomore
forward Duane Spencer, one of last year’s
starters. Spencer is still nursing a tender

BOOK

the Senior Slide Show.
11 a.m.-1 p.m. Career decision testing atthe
Career Center, fifth floor Leavey Center.

five minutes. The somewhat scant but
vocal crowd of 1,527 cheered wildly
when freshman Arnette Jordan sank the
first of his two free throws with 1.2
seconds left on the clock. The free throw
represented the Hoyas’ 100th point of
the game. Jordan sank the next attempt
‘also to round out the 20-point
Georgetown victory.
Jordan, afreshman walk-on from Cass
Tech High School in Detroit, MI, finished the game with six points and four
rebounds in 14 minutes of playing time.
He was also instrumental in the fullcourt pressure defense thatkept the Tankers from mounting a substantial secondhalf run.

3-5 p.m. Walk-in hours at the Career Center, fifth floor Leavey Center.

Trek, in ICC Auditorium.

(SCC) is

9 p.m.-12 midnight Vertical Horizons appears at The Basement.

’92) on “Proctor and

Gamble and the Global Marketplace” in WhiteGravenor 201A.

Millen Leads Georgetown Past Fort Hood

time for yourself - Feel better

TUTORING SERVICES
TUTORING REFERRALS: Need
a good and affordable tutor

fast? Call us. (202) 387-0843,
(703) 418-2087. Fax (703) 418-
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East/West Europe from $199

RT! Far East from $359 RT! S.
America from $220 RT! Mexico

- $199 RT! Big domestic savings, too!

NOW

VOYAGER:

(212) 431-1616.

ADOPTION
ADOPTION: Loving

couple

seeking to adopt newborn
and provide a secure home
of love,
laughter,
and
warmth. Can you help? Legal and medical expenses

paid. Call Judi & Phil collect
(202) 537-1482.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
MARK

ANGEL:

Latest, great-

estrecording star will thrillyou
in concert! Sorority/fraternity
parties, fundraisers, hear mu-

sic sampler: (202) 686-4688.

"Hats Off To The Insane):
| On

tour now

with Tad & Barkmarket |
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101-81 Exhibition Victory Kicks off GU’s 1993-94 Season

g
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Senior Robert Churchwell slams two of his 15 points home against Fort Hood.

Sophomore center OthellaHarrington
scored nine points and pulled down nine
rebounds in 22 minutes of playing time.
Junior forward Don Reid contributed
six points and six rebounds. He was also
an intimidating presence inside on defense during his 19 minutes.
The Hoyas fell behind early as aresult
of the three-point marksmanship of Fort
Hood’s Kenneth Simpson. The 6-foot-4
guard scored the first bucket of the game
off a steal and was fouled on the shot. He
made the free throw and returned 20
seconds later to drain a three-pointer
that gave the Tankers an early 6-0 lead.
Churchwell gotthe Hoyas on the board
with 1:23 gone with a short jumper, but
Simpson answered with his second three
to make it 9-2. Brown then sank one of
his long bombs to cut the margin to 9-5,
but Simpson came right back with another three-pointer to give Fort Hood a

Sailing

The success of the sailing team’s fall
season continued last weekend, as
Georgetown sailors competed in three
different regattas. The freshmen continued to sail superbly, racing to a secondplace finish at the Atlantic Coast Freshmen Championships at Harvard. The
Hoyas also finished seventh in the Atlantic Coast Dinghy Championships at
Coast Guard and 11th at the Atlantic
Coast Women’s Championships at St.
Mary's.
Georgetown finished second to Tufts
in the 12-team Freshman Championships. Skipper Mike Callahan and crew
member

nate

Chris

Abularrage

sailed to a

crew

members

junior

lection. “Kacy fits our style and system perfectly,” said Head Coach Pit
Knapp in a press release. “She cia
push the ball up the court, play pressure defense, distribute the ball and
score very well for a point guard.”

Women’s Basketball

Tufts Edges Georgetown at Harvard Regatta
Georgetown would have finished in
sixth place, but sophomore Preston
Holdner and crewmembers senior
Charlie Cooper and junior Maureen Ryan
were disqualified for hitting a mark in
the B division.
In the A division, sophomore skipper
Bill Ward sailed with Cooper and sophomore Bill Ferretti to earn a fifth-place
finish.
The Hoyas didn’t fare quite as well at
the Women’s Championships, where
they finished 11th. Sailing for
Georgetown in the A division were
sophomore skipper Bridget Creney and
junior crew member Peggy Boggs, who
earned 100 points. In the B division,
senior skipper Nina Knowles and alter-

he CAA

we play them, because

they’re physically more mature than we
are. They're strong, and they shoot well,
We had to try to wear them down.”
. Georgetown led by the score of 42-36
at the half, and Churchwell got the second half going with a breakaway slam
dunk, but a potential Hoya scoring spurt
was postponed by an official’s call.
Brown was whistled for charging with

17:22 remaining. The
Thompson, who dashed
of the court to express
rectly to the official who

call infuriated
outto the middle
his outrage diblew the whistle,

This earned the coach a technical foul,

and Coates drained both free throws to
cut the Hoya lead to 46-43. Coates
showed up again eight seconds later
See MEN’S HOOPS, p. 9
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Hoyas Breeze to Second
By Susan Flanagan
HOYA Staff Writer

and run when

ORI RR REE te XE

rebounder.”

Fort Hood took 27 three-point shots, 1]
of which were successful. Simpson alone
was 6-for-12 from behind the arc, finighing the game with 25 points. The Tankers’ other mad bomber was guard Larry
Coates, who hit on three of his eight
attempts and finished with 21 points,
“They're always organized,” Thompson said of the Tankers. “We have to try

re MEN SOI

Dia was most impressive on the
boards, leading all players with 10 rebounds, six of which came on offense.
“Dia is going to be a good player,”
Thompson said. “He’s a very good

rate occasions. This was largely a result
of their relentless three-point shooting,

ag TO pia

little more difficult [to score].”

never relinquish.
The Tankers kept it close, cutting the
Hoya lead to a single point on six sepa

Prd

team kicked off its 1993-94 season Tuesday night with a 101-81 exhibition victory over Fort Hood at McDonough
Gymnasium.
Six Hoyas posted double-digit point
totals against the Tankers in a game
. riddled with scoring spurts and threepoint shots. Junior Kevin Millen led
Georgetown with 17 points, 15 of which
came in the second half. His seven-foreight free throw shooting was one of the
keys to the second-half run which put
the pesky Tankers away for good.
Senior Robert Churchwell contributed 15 points to the Hoya cause, hitting
on7 of his 14 field goal attempts. Sophomore Eric Micoud scored 14 points,
including two three-pointers.
“It was good that when they made
their run Kevin came off the bench and
did a good job,” said Head Coach John
Thompson. “Micoud and Kevin started
to shoot the ball really well.”
Joey Brown, the Hoyas’ senior point
guard, scored 11 points of his own, a
total which was highlighted by two long
three-pointers from far beyond the stripe.
Brown’s performance, however, was not
limited to scoring. The senior floor general also doled out a staggering 14 assists in only 23 minutes of playing time.
Newcomers Cheikh “Ya-Ya” Diaand
George Butler rounded out the double-

points in two minutes to take a 15-12
lead. It was a lead the Hoyas woulq

te BYem

men’s basketball

—

The Georgetown

Fr A

HOYA Staff Writer

12-5 advantage.
Georgetown then reeled off 10 straight

0

figure scorers for GU, each tallying 10
points. Butler, the 6-foot-2 junior transfer from Tyler Junior College in Tyler,
TX, hit one three-point shot and three of
his four free throws.
“George can score,” Thompson said.
“I knew that he can score. Tonight we let
him get into some situations where it’s a

By Dan Graziano

|

Kacy Williams, a 5-foot-6 point
guard from Columbia, MD, and Kim
Gallon, a 5-foot-6 off-guard from
Jacksonville, FL, have both signed
letters of intent to play with Georgetown in the 1994-95 season.
Williams,

who

averaged

Williams,

a two-year team cap-

tain, is an All-Howard County performer and received a Washington
Post All-Area Honorable Mention.
“She has tremendous leadership
qualities and is an excellent student
as well. We are delighted to have her
sign a letter of intent to attend Geor-

15.1

points, 7.0 rebounds, 4.1 assists and
5.1 steals per game as a junior at
Hammond High School, is listed in
Street & Smith’s Top 80 and is a
two-year Baltimore All-Metro Se-

getown,” Knapp said.
Gallon helped lead Ribault High
School to the 1992-93 Florida State
Championship, averaging 17.8
points, 6.1 assists and 3.7 steals per

game as a junior.
“Kim is very quick offensively
and defensively which will allow
her to fit into our fastbreak and pressure defense system real well,”
Knapp said. “We are excited about
- hersigning with Georgetown. She is
a serious student and a very dedicated player.”

Ultimate Frisbee: Just Out H avin’ Fun

Kathleen

ninth-place finish in the A division for
Joyce and freshman Catherine Wilhelm
the Hoyas, while skipper Jake Robards
scored 95 points.
and alternate crew members Lauren
The Hoyas’ 195 point total placed
Oekers and Lydia Holden won the B
them 11th, while St. Mary’s won the
division.
regatta with 89 points. Connecticut ColThe Hoyas competed against 16 teams
lege and Tufts both tallied 114 points,
at the Dinghy Championships, where
but Connecticut won the tiebreaker to
they sailed to a seventh-place finish.
finish second.
Tufts won the regatta, Dartmouth finGeorgetown will compete in the
ished second and Old Dominion third. | Charleston Fall Invite this weekend.

By Francine Friedman
HOYA Staff Writer
Ultimate frisbee has become popular at college campuses across the nation, and some schools have even
turned it into a varsity sport. At Georgetown, however, it
is still a laid-back club sport played by people who are
mainly just looking for something fun to do on a nice

afternoon.

:

The team generally likes to meet and practice on weekends and on some Wednesday afternoons, but there is no
rigid practice schedule. Practices and games are very
weather-dependent. “When it’s areally nice day, we’ll see
other team members on campus and say ‘hey let’s play this
afternoon,’ said team member Matt Kershaw (CAS ’95).

“It’s really fun playing outside when it’s warm,” said
’94). “Whenever it’s

-—

team member Nadir Isfahani (GSB

warm outside we get a game together and play out on
Copley Lawn.”
The game is similar to soccer in that two teams face
each other on a playing field, trying to score points by
getting the frisbee into the other team’s goal. One point is
scored for every goal.
“Ultimate frisbee takes a lot of finesse. You have to put
some thought into it because it’s so fast-paced, and you
really have to keep on your toes,” Kershaw said.
The team named itself “Crime Scene” earlier this year
because, according to founding member Gates Richards
(CAS

mates in the backfield, Dan Cunniffe

’95), they were looking for a name that would be

appropriate for a team from Washington, DC. So far this
semester, the team has participated in the Georgetown
intramural tournament and often plays in pick-up games
against other teams in Burleith, but has not yet had an
official game outside of the university.
The team participated in two Ultimate Players Association tournaments last year, taking first place in a District
of Columbia tournament and placing second to Navy in
the college sectionals tournament.

and “Every” Khary “is scary”
DeWitt. The former is a powerful
fullback who, according to fellow
| staffwriter Brian Franey, also gives
one of the greatest haircuts in the
history of Hoya football. Halfback
DeWitt is a quick, shifty runner who
is capable of breaking off a long run
every time he touches the ball.
Like it or not...It was a banner
year for Georgetown field hockey.
The team began the season by ending THE STREAK, a 31-game losing skein that dates back to when
George Bush was actually popular.
More importantly, the team improved its anemic offense and cultivated a fine crop of returning players. Coach Alison Williams said
players like Heather Elliott, SaraFox
and Megan Reich are going to lead
further team improvements next season.
Like it or not...I have nothing to
say about the volleyball team except
that Lija Austrins is a fantastic allaround player and Coach Jolene

Richards said the team’s tournament success last year
was even more remarkable, considering the team had to

play shorthanded. Only eight students were able to attend
the sectional game, a small number when seven players
are needed on the field at a time.
“Having only eight people for the tournament really
makes it difficult when you’re playing a team like Navy,
who defends the country in their spare time,” Richards
said.
The team also qualified last spring for a district tournament in Wilmington, NC. The tournament was scheduled
for the week before exams, however, so the team decided

not to participate.
Richards said the team is co-ed, includes undergrads

and graduate students and, with only 16 people on the
current roster, is always recruiting new players.
While they have no official coach, many students on the
team have played on ultimate frisbee teams either in high

See HOUSE, p. 9
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GU’s freshmen sailors had an outstanding weekend, finishing second at Harvard.

op

on the Division I level,

|
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competing
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Hoyas Sink Tankers in Opener

Like It
Or Not 11

the Hoya football team surpassed
the expectations of everyone, except its coaching staff. Coach Bob
Benson correctly predicted early in
the seasonthatall of histeam’s games
would be decided in the fourth quarter. Georgetown is going to finish
the season with a losing record, but
it proved that it can field a competitive team in Division I-AA.
Like it or not...Despite this success, I must mention that if EVER
again hear the words “incomplete
pass to Paul Belkin” or “Joe
Piscatella is on to punt,” IT WILL
BE TOO SOON.
Like it or not...Like all quarterbacks, freshman Bill Ring has received a lot of press. This has occurred at the expense of his class-

November

Men's Basketball

HOUSE

The sagacious Grand Old Man of
THE Hoya once again presents a series of reflections regarding Georgetown sports. The patently lighthearted observations herein do not
necessarily represent the opinions
of THE Hoya, though they should.
Like it or not...Women’s soccer
Coach Leonel Popel is an exciting
addition to the Georgetown athletic
department. The Dalai Lama of soccer, Popol gives post-game interviews bordering on mystical, due to
their “through spiritual togetherness,
we defend” motif.
Like it or not...Much has been
written about the men’s basketball
team’s need for an “in your face”
jumpshooter. The addition of such a
gunner might ease the team’s offensive burden, but it would only serve
to disinfect a wound which needs
stitching and bandaging. Last season, the team was also plagued by
defensive lapses and poor late game
judgement, i.e. inexperience. The
one-year-wiser Hoyas are going to
prove that 1992-93 was an aberration.
Like it or not...Perhaps Georgetown would not have to face another
NCAA Tournament hiatusifit spread
out its leadership burden. One-man
teams, like Pat Ewing’s or Alonzo
Mourning’s Hoyas, can no longer
travel far in the tourney. Talented,
mature teams like Duke, North Carolina and Indiana chew up these types
of teams. Besides, once the “Big
Man” graduates, it creates a huge
leadership vacuum which is nearly
impossible to fill. We need look no
further than last season to see that
“absolute reliance corrupts absolutely.”
Like it or not...The Georgetown
golf team has done exactly as I predicted in making freshmen the focal
point of the team. Other than junior
Geoff Berg, Coach Tom Hunter’s
lineup regularly included at least
three freshmen per tournament. This
strategy paid off as the Hoyas, who
spent most of the fall in sixth place in
their region, are in striking distance
of a berth in the NCAA Regional
Tournament.
Like it or not...The men’s soccer
team had one of its most successful
seasons ever, finishing second in the
Big East with a 4-2-2 conference
mark. Ever-helpful Coach Keith
Tabatznik can be expected to hold
high expectations for next season as
sophomore forward Ben McKnight
has blossomed into a premier goalscoring threat and junior goalie Phil
Wellington was named Big East
Defensive Player of the Week numerous times.
Likeitor not...In
their first season
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GU Ultimate Frisbee club member Gates Richards. |

i

school or at home. Some members join the team with no
prior experience. “The people who have played before |
teach the new players,” Richards said.
“Werecruitmostly by word of mouth,” Richards added.
“If you show up to a practice, you can play.”
Though the team is not yet very disciplined, the mem- | 3
bers of Crime Scene said that there is a lot to be gained by
playing frisbee. “I wish I could play more. It helps work
out the stress and tension of the week,” Kershaw said.
“The best thing about playing a team sport is the

camaraderie. Everybody’s playing with one goal inmind,” ||
Isfahani said.
“Like any sport, it’s social. You get to know the people
you play with and hang out with them,” Kershaw said.
Regarding the future of the team, Richards said the
members hope to increase their ranks and participate in
more tournaments next spring. “Even if we don’t get off
campus to play other teams in tournaments, I hope we'll
continue playing with other students. Ultimate frisbee is
something to do on nice days and it’s definitely better than
just sitting around,” he said.

it

